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For complex simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras we study the structure of
generalized Verma modules which are torsion free with respect to some subalgebra
 .isomorphic to sl 2 . We obtain a criterion of irreducibility and establish necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a non-trivial homomorphism between
such modules generalizing the BGG theorem for Verma modules. Q 1996 Aca-
demic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G be a complex simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra G / G2
with a fixed Cartan subalgebra H and root system D and let W be the
Weyl group of D. For b g D we denote by G the corresponding rootb
a  .subspace. Let a g D and G , sl 2 be a subalgebra generated by G anda
G .ya
In the present paper we study a-stratified generalized Verma modules
 . a  4M l, p on which G acts torsion free, i.e., G _ 0 act injectively.a " a
Such modules have no highest weight, unlike the classical generalized
w xVerma modules GL .
 . w x w xModules M l, p were studied in F1 and more extensively in CF, FP .a
In the latter two papers category O a, a certain generalization of category
 .O containing M l, p as its objects, was introduced and analyzed. Ina
w x  .particular, it was shown in FP that BGG duality with M l, p asa
intermediate modules holds in the category O a.
Recall that a well-known theorem of I. N. Bernstein, I. M. Gelfand, and
 .S. I. Gelfand on the inclusions of Verma modules states that if M l and
 .M m are Verma modules with highest weights l y r and m y r, respec-
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 .  .tively, then M l ; M m if and only if there exist reflections
s , s , . . . , s in the Weyl group such thatb b b1 2 r
m s s s ??? s l F s ??? s l F ??? F s l F l, .  .  .b b b b b br ry1 1 ry1 1 1
where F is the standard order on H *. The main goal of our paper is to
 .generalize this theorem in the case of a-stratified modules M l, p , i.e.,a
 .to establish a criterion under which M m, q will be a submodule ofa
 .  .M l, p , and to describe all irreducible subquotients of M l, p . Ana a
 . w xearlier such criterion was obtained for G s sl 3 F2 and more generally
 . w x w xfor G s sl n M1, M2 . Following the ideas of M1, M2 we introduce a
 .group W ; Aut H * = C , which is the Weyl group of a certain roota
system dual to D and thus is isomorphic to W. We show that W plays thea
 .same role for modules M l, p as the Weyl group W plays for Vermaa
 .  .modules. In particular, modules M m, q and M l, p , belonging to onea a
 .  .block, have the same central character if and only if m, q g W l, p .a
We also obtain a criterion of irreducibility for a-stratified modules
 .M l, p .a
Instead of the group W one could talk about the classical group W witha
a new action on the space of parameters H * = C. But we decided to stick
with a new notation to avoid on one hand any confusion due to the fact
that H * is not invariant under the action of W , and to underline, on thea
other hand, the dependence of the action on a .
 .The proof of the main result Theorem 7.6 follows closely the original
w xproof of Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand BGG, Theorems 2,3 . We chose
this ``archaic'' way of dealing with Verma-like modules since in our case it
did not require the development of a necessary technique for modern
 .approach i.e., Jantzen filtration, translation functors, etc. .
In subsequent papers we will discuss the analogs of BGG resolution and
 .the character formula for modules M l, p .a
Now we briefly describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we
introduce our main notations and definitions while in Section 3 we recall
 .the basic properties of the generalized Verma modules M l, p , a g D,a
 .l g H *, p g C. In Section 4 we consider the modules M l, p fora
 .algebras of rank two except G and obtain for them an analog of the2
BGG theorem and a criterion of irreducibility. The theory of a-stratified
modules for rank two Lie algebras plays the same role for generalized
 .Verma modules with no highest weight as sl 2 theory plays for Verma
modules. These results are crucial for the definition of the group W anda
for the proofs of Theorems 6.5 and 7.6. We introduce in Section 5 a group
W acting on the space of parameters V s H * = C and prove thata
 .  .  .W , W Proposition 5.4 . We also show that if two pairs l, p , m, q g Va
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 .belong to the same orbit of W then corresponding modules M l, p anda a
 .  .M m, q have equal central characters Proposition 5.5 . In Section 6 wea
 .prove the generalized Harish-Chandra theorem Theorem 6.3 establishing
an isomorphism between the center of the universal enveloping algebra of
G and the W -invariants of some algebra. Using this result we show thata
 .  .modules M l, p and M m, q from one block have the same centrala a
 .  .  .character if and only if m, q g W l, p Corollary 6.4, Theorem 6.5 . Ina
Section 7 we prove our main result, Theorem 7.6, describing all submod-
 .ules of type M m, q and all irreducible subquotients for a-stratifieda
 .modules M l, p . The proof of this theorem is analogous to the one ofa
wBernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand for Verma modules BGG, Theorems 2,3;
xD, Theorem 7.6.23 .
Finally, we obtain from Theorem 7.6 the criterion of irreducibility for
 .  .a-stratified modules M l, p Theorem 7.7 .a
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let C denote the complex number, Z denote all integers, N denote all
 4positive integers, and Z s N j 0 .q
We fix a g D for the remainder of the paper. Let p be a basis of D
q q .containing a , D s D p be the set of positive roots with respect to p ,
1
qand r s  g . For l, m g H * we will say that l G m if l y m sg g D2
 : k b , k g Z . Denote by ? , ? the standard form on H * and byb gp b b q
< < U q? the corresponding norm in H . If b g D then s g W will denote aR b
 .   :  :.corresponding reflection in H *: s l s l y 2 l, b r b , b b.b
 4Fix a basis H , b g p of H and non-zero elements X in eachb g
 . w xsubspace G , g g D, such that b H s 2 and X , X s H , b g p .g b b yb b
a a   .q qDenote N s G , N s G , H s h g H ¬ a h s" g g D "g " g g D _a 4 "g
4 a a a a0 . Then we have G s N [ H [ N s G [ N [ H [ N . Also, lety q y q
H s G a l H and thus G a s G [ H [ G .a a a ya
For a Lie algebra A with a fixed Cartan subalgebra B we will denote by
 .  .U A the universal enveloping algebra of A, by U A the centralizer of0
 .  .  .B in U A , and by Z A the center of U A .
a  . a  . a  .Let N sU G N l U G . Then N is a two-sided ideal and U G s0 q 0 0 0
a  a .  a .  .  a .  a .N [ U G m U H . The projection f : U G ª U G m U H is0 0 a 0 0
w xcalled the Harish-Chandra a-homomorphism DFO .
 .  . .  .Let d be an automorphism of S H such that d f l s f l y r for
 .any l g H * and for any polynomial function f g S H . Also define an
1 a
a .  . .  . <automorphism d of S H by d f l s f l y a and let d s d .SH .a a a 2
 a .  .   ..Denote by i the restriction of 1 m d (f on Z G . Then i Z G ;a
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 a .  a .Z G m S H . We also have the commutative diagram
 a .d ( f m1aa a aU G m S H ª S H m S H , S H .  .  .  .  .0 a
­ ­
ca  .W aa aZ G m S H ª S H .  .  .
a a  .where f is the Harish-Chandra homomorphism for G , W a , S is2
a wthe Weyl group of G , and c is a canonical isomorphism DFO, Lemmaa
x6 .
Note that composition c ( i gives the classical Harish-Chandra isomor-a
 .  .W w xphism Z G , S H D .
 .  .Consider the linear space V s H * = C. For l, p and m, q in V we
 .  .say that l, p ) m, q if l y m s  n b , n g Z andb gp _a 4 b b q
 n / 0. We will denote by V the real subspace of V, thusb gp _a 4 b R
 . V s V q iV . If x g V then Re x resp. Im x will be its real resp.R R
.imaginary component.
Let r g C. Consider the linear space B s  Cb q ra with ar b gp _a 4
Äfixed point ra and a Z-module B s B [ Za , and let V s B = C,r r r r
Ä ÄV s B = C.r r
 .For a G-module V with a Jordan]Holder series IH V will denote theÈ
set of all irreducible subquotients of V. A G-module V is called weight if
V s V ,[ l
lgH *
  . 4where V s ¨ g V ¬ h¨ s l h ¨ for all h g H . If V / 0 then l is called al l
weight of V. A weight l is called extreme if V s 0 or V s 0 for anylqb lyb
b g Dq and highest weight if V s 0 for all b g Dq. A weight G-lqb
module V is called a-stratified if X and X act injectively on V.a ya
Let V be a weight G-module. A non-zero element ¨ g V is called
 . aa-primitive with respect to G if ¨ g V for some l g H * and N ¨ s 0.l q
Denote by K the full subcategory of the category of G-modulesa
consisting of weight modules on which X acts injectively. In particular,ya
a-stratified modules are the objects of K . Let r g C, r s r q Z, and KÄa a , rÄ
be the full subcategory of K consisting of such modules V that V / 0a l
Äimplies l q r g B . Then we immediately obtain the following.r
PROPOSITION 2.1. K s K .[a a , rÄ
rgCrZÄ
 .Thus if V g K , V g K , and r / r then Hom V, V sÄ Äa , r 1 a , r 1 G 1Ä Ä1
 .Hom V , V s 0 and one can work within each subcategory K sepa-G 1 a , rÄ
rately.
 .2  a .It is known that c s H q 1 q 4 X X generates Z G . Let a, ba ya a
a  .g C. Any such pair defines an indecomposable weight G -module N a, b
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on which X acts injectively and where a is an eigenvalue of H and b isya a
 .  4an eigenvalue of c. The module N a, b has a Z-basis ¨ such thati
1 2 .   . .X ¨ s ¨ , H ¨ s a q 2 i ¨ , and X ¨ s b y a q 2 i q 1 ¨ .ya i iy1 a i i a i iq14
LEMMA 2.2. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i N a, b is irreducible.
 .  .ii N a, b is torsion free.
 .  .2iii b / a q 2 l q 1 for all l g Z.
 .Proof. Follows immediately from the construction of N a, b .
s  .   . . 4 sSet V s l, p g V ¬ p / " l H q 2 l for all l g Z , V s V la r r
s Ä s Ä s s 2 .  . . .V , V s V l V . Hence, if l, p g V then N l y r H , p isr r a
irreducible and torsion free.
 .3. MODULES M l, pa
In this section we discuss the construction and properties of certain
w xuniversal objects in K generated by a-primitive elements. We use CF asa
our main reference.
Since H s H [ H a, any element l g H * can be written uniquely asa
a U a  a .l s l q l , where l g H and l g H *. Let a, b g C and l g H *a a a
 . .  . .such that l y r H s l y r H s a. Define an H-module struc-a a a
 . a  . ature on N a, b by letting h¨ s l h ¨ for any h g H and any ¨ g
 .  .  a .N a, b . Thus N a, b becomes a G q H -module. Moreover we can
 . a a aconsider N a, b as D s H q G [ N -module with trivial action of N .q
Define a G-module,
M l, b s U G N a, b .  .  .ma
 .U D
associated with a , l, b. We will call it a generalized Verma module in
w xspite of the fact that unlike the classical generalized Verma modules GL .
 .M l, b has no highest weight. On the other hand it may have somea
 .primitive elements. Also, note that modules M l, b are slightly differenta
w x  .from the one considered in CF , where it is assumed that N a, b is
  . .irreducible. By Lemma 2.2 both constructions coincide if b / l H q 2 la
for all l g Z.
 .  .Set M l, b s M l, b .a
 .  .  a .  .PROPOSITION 3.1. i M l, b , U N m N a, b as a ¨ector spacey C
and in particular it is a weight N a -free module with finite-dimensional weighty
spaces.
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 .  .ii M l, b has a unique maximal submodule.
 .  .  .iii M l, b , M l q ka , b for all k g Z.
 .  .iv M l, b g K .a
 .  .   . .2v M l, b is a-stratified if and only if b / l H q 2 l for alla
l g Z.
 .  .  .Proof. Parts i ] iii follow directly from the construction on M l, b ;
 . w x  .iv follows from CF, Theorem 2.1 , and v follows from Lemma 2.2 and
w xCF, Theorem 2.1 .
It will be more convenient to use a slightly different parametrization of
 .  . 2generalized Verma modules replacing M l, b by M l, p , where p s b.
 .  .Thus we always have M l, p s M l, yp .
 .  . sCOROLLARY 3.2. M l, p is a-stratified if and only if l, p g V .
 .Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.1 iv .
w x  .It follows from CF, Corollary 1.11 that module M l, p admits a
 .  .  .central character u g Z* G , i.e., z¨ s u z ¨ for any z g Z Gl, p. l, p.
 . w  .x  .and ¨ g M l, p . It also follows from CF, Theorem 2.8 i that M l, p
has a Jordan]Holder series.È
 .  .Denote by L l, p a unique irreducible quotient of M l, p . Note that
 .  .the subspace L l, p can be trivial. Using Proposition 3.1 iii we canlyr
 .always avoid such a situation and assume that L l, p / 0.lyr
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.3. L l, p , L l q ka , p for all k g Z.
 .Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.1 iii and Lemma 2.2.
The following proposition shows the universality of a-stratified modules
 .M l, p .a
 .PROPOSITION 3.4. i If V is an a-stratified G-module generated by an
a-primiti¨ e element ¨ g V y r such that c¨ s b¨ then V is a homomorphicl’ ’ .  .image of M l, " b . If in addition V is irreducible then V , L l, " b .
 .ii E¨ery submodule and e¨ery subquotient of an a-stratified module
 .M l, p is a-stratified.
 a .  . . 2 .Proof. Since V is a-stratified, then U G ¨ , N l y r H , p anda
 .  .  .thus i follows from the construction of M l, p . Statement ii follows
w xfrom CF, Proposition 1.3 .
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. If M l, p contains a non-zero a-primiti¨ e elementmyr
2  .  .¨ such that c¨ s q ¨ then M m, q ; M l, p .
 . aProof. Using Proposition 3.1 iii one can construct a G -module V ,
 . . 2 .N m y r H , q such that V 2 ¨ . Since ¨ is a-primitive we immedi-a
ately obtain that N a X m ¨ s 0 for all m g Z . Let ¨ s X ¨ 9 andq ya q ya
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 4b g p _ a . Then 0 s X ¨ s X X ¨ 9 and X ¨ 9 s 0 by Propositionb ya b b
 . q  4 a3.1 iv . Analogously, X ¨ 9 s 0 for any g g D _ a and thus N ¨ 9 s 0.g q
Applying the same arguments to every basis vector of V we conclude that
a  .  .  .  .N V s 0. Hence, U G V , M m, q by Proposition 3.1 i and M m, q ;q
 .M l, p .
 .For l g H *, M l will denote a Verma module with highest weight
w xl y r D .
We will need the following two lemmas.
 .  .   ..LEMMA 3.6. Let l, m g H *. If M m ; M l then M m, m H ;a
  ..M l, l H .a
  ..  .  .Proof. Since M l, l H > M l > M m there exists a non-zero a-a
  ..   ..2primitive element ¨ g M l, l H such that c¨ s m H ¨ . Thusa myr a
  ..   ..M m, m H ; M l, l H by Proposition 3.5.a a
 4 a , bLet b g p _ a and a q b g D. Then a subalgebra G ; G gener-
ated by X and X is a simple Lie algebra of rank two. Clearly, the" a " b
 .  .  . subspace M l, p s  M l, p of M l, p is an Ha , b k , mg Z lyrqm ayk bq
a , b .  .q G -module. Moreover it follows from the construction of M a , p
a , b  .that G -module M l, p is isomorphic to a generalized Verma mod-a , b
ule for G a , b.
 4LEMMA 3.7. Let b g p _ a , l g H *, p g C.
 .i If a q b f D and s l - l thenb
M s l, p ; M l, p . . .b
 .ii If a q b g D, m g H *, q g C, and there exists a non-zero a-
 a , b .  .primiti¨ e element with respect to G ¨ g M l, p such that c¨ sa , b myr
q2 ¨ then
M m , q ; M l, p . .  .
 .  .Proof. Let 0 / u g M l, p . Since s l - l then l H s m g Nlyr b b
m  .and thus ¨ 9 s X ¨ g M l, p is an a-primitive element. More-yb lyrym b
over, c¨ 9 s p2 ¨ 9 since a q b f D. Applying Proposition 3.5 we conclude
 .  .  .that M s l, p ; M l, p , which completes the proof of i . Since ¨ is anb
 a , b .a-primitive element with respect to G one can easily see that it is also
 .  .  .a-primitive with respect to G . Thus M m, q ; M l, p by Proposition
 .3.5, which proves ii and completes the proof of the lemma.
w x  .  . sTHEOREM 3.8 CF, Theorems 3.7, 3.9 . If l, p and m, q g V then
  .  ..each non-zero element of H s Hom M m, q , M l, p is injecti¨ e andG
dim H F 1.
In Section 7 we will establish the conditions under which dim H s 1.
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4. GENERALIZED VERMA MODULES FOR SIMPLE LIE
ALGEBRAS OF RANK TWO EXCEPT G2
Let G be a simple Lie algebra of rank two and G / G . Here we study2
generalized Verma G-modules.
The results of this section are essential for the definition of the group
W in Section 5. Also, the developed theory of representations of rank twoa
algebras plays the same role in the general setup for generalized Verma
 .modules as the sl 2 -theory plays for classical Verma modules. For in-
stance, all results of Section 6 heavily depend on the Theorems 4.1, 4.3,
4.5.
 4First, we consider the case of G s A . Let p s a , b be a basis of root2
  .4system D for A . Then D s "a , " b , " a q b .2
1" .  .   . .For l, p g V denote n l, p s l H q 2 H " p .a b2
 .The following theorem describes the structure of the module M l, p .
w x  .  .THEOREM 4.1 F2 . Let G s A and l, p , m, q g V.2
 .  .  .i M m, q ; M l, p if and only if m s l y nb q ka , n, k g Z,
n G 0, and one of the following conditions holds:
 .a n s 0 and q s "p;
 .  " .4 2  " ..2b n g n l, p and q s p . n l, p .
 . y . q .ii If n s n l, p g N and n s n l, p g N then1 2
M l, p > M l y n b , p q n > M l y n b , p y n . .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  . S  .iii Let l, p g V . The module M l, p is irreducible if and only if
" .n l, p f N
 4Next we consider the case of G s B . Let p s a , b be a basis of root2
  .system D for B and a a long root. Then D s "a , " b , " a q b ,2
 .4" a q 2b . We will use the following realization of G by 5 = 5 matri-
 .ces: X s e q e , X s e q e , X s e q e , X s 2 e q e ,a 21 54 b 32 43 ya 12 45 yb 23 34
 .X s e y e , X s 2 e y e , X s e q e , X saqb 53 31 yayb 35 13 aq2 b 52 41 yay2 b
 .  .4 e q e , H s e y e q e y e , H s 2 e y e , where e s25 14 a 22 11 55 44 2 44 22 k l
 .  .a g M C with a s 1 and a s 0 if i / k or j / l. All commutingi j 5 k l i j
relations between the basis elements can easily be computed.
w xConsider the Casmir operator B K, p. 22 . Since B belongs to the
 .  .  .centre of U G , B acts as a scalar on M l, p for any l, p g V.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G s B , a a long root, and l, p , m, q g V. If2
 .  . 2 2M m, q ; M l, p then m s l y nb q ka , k, n g Z, n G 0, and q s p
 . 2q 2nl H q H y n .a b
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 .  .Proof. If M m, q ; M l, p then obviously m s l y nb q ka for
w xsome k, n g Z, n G 0. Using K, Corollary 2.6 and comparing the eigen-
 .  .  .values of B on M l, p and M l y nb , q , M m, q we obtain that
2 2 2 .q s p q 2nl H q H y n , which completes the proof.a b
 . " .  .  .For l, p g V denote m l, p s l H q H " p and m l, p sa b
q . y .  .m l, p q m l, p s 2l H q H .a b
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. Let G s B , a a long root, and l, p , m, q g V. Then2
 .  .M m, q ; M l, p if and only if m s l y mb q ka , k, m g Z, m G 0,
and one of the following conditions holds:
 .i m s 0 and q s "p.
 .  " .4 2  " ..2ii m g m l, p and q s p . m l, p .
1 .  .iii m s m l, p , m g N, and q s "p.2
1 " .  .  .iv m s m l, p , m f N, m l, p g N, and q s "p.2
Theorem 4.3 immediately implies the following criterion of irreducibility
 .for M l, p .
 . SCOROLLARY 4.4. Let G s B , a a long root, and l, p g V . The2
1" .  .  .module M l, p is irreducible if and only if m l, p f N, and m l, p f2
N.
 .COROLLARY 4.5. Let G s B , a a long root, and l, p g V. Assume2
y . q .that m s m l, p g N, m s m l, p g N, and m ) m . Then1 2 2 1
 .  .  .  M l, p > M l ym b , p q m > M l ym b , p y m > M l y m q1 1 2 2 1
. .m b , p if p g N and2
> M l y m b , p q m > .1 1M l, p M l y m q m b , p .  . .1 2> M l y m b , p y m > .2 2
if p f N.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let 0 / ¨ g M l, p and l H s x,lyr a
 .  .  .l H s y. Since M m, q , M m y ka , q we will assume that m s l yb
 4  .  .mb for some m g N j 0 . Since M m, q ; M l, p then q s q , wherem
2 2   . .q s p q m 2l H q H y m , by Proposition 4.2.m a b
Step 1. The statement of the theorem is obvious if m s 0.
2 2  .Step 2. Assume that m s 1. Thus m s l y b and q s p q 2 x q y
y 1.
The elements ¨ s X X ¨ and ¨ s X ¨ form a basis of the1 yayb qa 2 yb
 .weight subspace M l, p . Let a, b, g C and u s a¨ q b¨ be anlyryb 1 2
a-primitive element, i.e., X u s X u s 0. Then the coefficients a, bb aqb
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must satisfy the equations
p2 y x 2 aq2 y y 1 b s 0 . .
2 x q y y 1 aq2b s 0. .
The system has a non-trivial solution if and only if x q y q p s 1 or
 .  . q .x q y y p s 1. Hence, M l y b , q ; M l, p if and only if m l, p s 1
y .or m l, p s 1.
Step 3. Let m ) 1. Then the elements
u s X k X j X my ky2 jX my kyj¨ ,k j yb yay2 b yayb a
m y k
k s 0, 1, . . . , m; j s 0, 1, . . . ,
2
 .form a basis of the weight subspace M l, p .myr
Let 0 / us a u be an a-primitive element, a gC. Then X u sk , j k j k j k j b
X u s X u s 0. One can show that X u s 0 if and only if theaqb aq2 b b
coefficients a satisfy the system of equationsk j
b a q d a q 2 j q 1 a s 0, 1 .  .i j i j iq1 j iq1 j i jq1
where b are quadratic expressions in p and x and d are lineari j i j
expressions in y.
Also, X u s 0 if and only if the coefficients a satisfy the system ofaqb k j
equations
c a q 2 i q 1 a q t a q g a s 0, 2 .  .i j i j iq1 j i j iq1 jy1 i j iy1 jq1
where c are linear expressions in x and y and t , g g Z. It followsi j i j i j
 .  .immediately that if a s 0 then system 1 ] 2 has only a trivial solution.00
 .Hence, we can assume that a s 1. Then for c s j s 0 we have from 100
21 2 2m p y x q 2m y 2 q y y 2m q 1 a q 2 a s 0 3 .  .  . . 10 012
 .and from 2
m 2 x q y q m y 2 q 2 a s 0. 4 .  .10
 .Also from 2 we have for i s 1, j s 0 that
m y 1 2 x q y q m y 5 a y 2 a q 4a s 0. 5 .  .  .10 01 20
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Consider the equation X u s 0. We haveaq2 b
21 2 my2 my1X u s y m m y 1 p y x q 2m y 2 X X ¨ . .  . .aq2 b 00 yayb a2
X u s 2 m y 1 2 x q y q m y 3 X my 2 X my 1¨ q ??? .  .aq2 b 10 yayb a
X u s 4 x q y y m X my 2 X my 1¨ q ??? .aq2 b 01 yayb a
X u s 4 X my 2 X my 1¨ q ???aq2 b 20 yayb a
and
21 2X u s y m m y 1 p y x q 2m y 2 a .  . .aq2 b 002
q2 m y 1 2 x q y q m y 3 a .  . 10
q4 x q y y m a q 4a X my 2 X my 1¨ q ??? . . /01 20 yayb a
Thus
21 2y m m y 1 p y x q 2m y 2 q 2 m y 1 2 x q y q m y 3 a .  .  .  . . 102
q 4 x q y y m a q 4a s 0. 6 .  .01 20
 .  .The system 3 ] 6 has a solution if and only if p, x, y, m satisfy the
condition
h x , y , p .m
s m y 2 x q y m y x q y q p m y x q y y p s 0. .  .  . .  .  .
7 .
 .Therefore, if M l, p , m G 2, contains a non-trivial a-primitivelym byr
 " .  .4element then m g m l, p , m l, p .
 " .4Step 4. Suppose that m g m l, p , m G 2. We will show that in this
 .case M l, p always contains a non-trivial a-primitive element andlym byr
 .  .hence M l y mb , q ; M l, p . Indeed, the consistency of the systemm
 .  .1 ] 2 is equivalent to the condition that m, x, y, p satisfy certain
Ä  .polynomial equations. Let h x, y, p s 0 be one of them. We will showm
that
y q Äm l, p y m m l, p y m divides h x , y , p , .  .  . .  . m
i.e.,
Ä" Äh x , p s h x , yx . p q m , p s 0. .  .m m
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Ä"Consider h as polynomial in x and p. Assume that p g N, x s p ym k
 .  .2k, k g Z and consider the Verma module M m , where m H s x ,q a 0
 . q .  . y .m H s y2 p q m if m s m l, p , and m H s m if m s m l, p .b b
w x   ..  .It follows from D, Theorem 7.6.23 that M m y m a q b ; M m if
q .  .  . y .m s m l, p and M m y mb ; M m if m s m l, p . Thus by
  . .  . q .Lemma 3.6, M m y m a q b , q ; M m y ma , p if m s m l, pm
 .  . y .and M m y mb , q ; M m, p if m s m l, p . We conclude thatm
 .  .M m y ka y mb , q ; M m y ka , p for any k g Z by Propositionm
Ä" Ä" .  .  .3.1 iii . Therefore, h x , p s h p y 2k, p s 0 for any p g N andm k m
Ä"  .k g Z and thus h s 0. This completes the proof of ii .m
1 .Step 5. Suppose that m s m l, p , m G 2, and m g N. Again let2
Ä  .h x, y, p s 0 be any polynomial equation on m, x, y, p that followsm
 .  .from the consistency of the system 1 ] 2 . Consider a polynomial function
1Ã Ä Ã .  .  .h x, p s h x, m y x, p in x and p. We will show that h x, p s 0,m m m2
which implies the existence of a non-trivial a-primitive element in
 .M l, p . Let p g C, x s p y 2k, k g Z, and m g H * such thatlym byr k
1 .  .  .m H s x , m H s m y x . Consider the Verma module M m witha 0 b 02
1 . whighest weight m y r. Since m H q H s m g N it follows from D,a b 2
1x  .  . Theorem 7.6.23 that M m y mb y ma ; M m and thus M m y2
1 .  . mb y ma , q ; M m, p by Lemma 3.6. Therefore, M m y mb ym2
Ã.  .  .ka , q ; M m y ka , p for any k g Z. Thus h x , p s 0 for any p gm m k
Ã  .C and k g Z, which implies that h s 0 and hence M l y mb , q ;m m
 .  .M l, p . This completes the proof of iii .
1 .Step 6. Suppose that msm l, p , mG2, and mfN. Let ms2k q2
 . 2  .21. Denote f p, x, y s p y x q y y l , l s 1, 3, . . . , 2k q 1. Ifl
 .f p, x, y s 0 for some l s 1, 3, . . . , 2k y 1 then it follows from Step 4l
that
M l y mb , q ; M l y lb , q ; M l, p . .  .  .m l
 .Also, if f p, x, y s 0 then2 kq1
M l y mb , q ; M l, p . .  .m
 .Consider the following subsystem of 1 ,
b a q d a q 2 j q 1 a s 0, 8 .  .0 j 0 j 1 j 1 j 0 jq1
 .and the following subsystem of 2 ,
c a q 2 a q t a s 0, 9 .0 j 0 j 1 j 0 j 1 jy1
where a s 1 and j s 0, . . . , k.00
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 .  .Solving the system 8 ] 9 we obtain that p, x, y must satisfy a
 . 2 kq2  .polynomial equation g p, x, y s p q ??? s 0. Thus g p, x, y is a
polynomial of degree 2k q 2 with respect to p. It follows from the
 .discussion above that the zeros of polynomial function f p, x, y s
 .  . f p, x, y is a subset of the zeros of g p, x, y . Since inls1, 3, . . . , 2 ky1 l
 .addition the degree of f p, x, y with respect to p equals 2k q 2 we
 .  .conclude that f p, x, y s g p, x, y and hence
M l y mb , q ; M l, p .  .m
 .if and only if f p, x, y s 0 for some l s 1, 3, . . . , 2k q 1. This completesl
 .the proof of iv and the entire theorem.
 4Suppose now that G s B , p s a , b , and a is a short root. We will2
use the same realization of G simply interchanging a and b. The Casimir
 .operator B acts scalarly on M l, p and the corresponding scalar can be
w xobtained by using Corollary 2.6 in K .
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G s B , a a short root, and l, p , m, q g V.2
 .  . 2If M m, q ; M l, p then m s l y nb q ka , k, n g Z, n G 0, and q s
2  . 2p q 4nl H q 2 H y 4n .a b
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.2.
1" .  .   . .  .For l, p g V denote k l, p s l H q 2 H " p and k l, p sa b2
q . y .  .k l, p q k l, p s l H q 2 H .a b
 .  .THEOREM 4.5. Let G s B , a a short root, and l, p , m, q g V.2
 .  .Then M m, q ; M l, p if and only if m s l y nb q ka , n, k g Z,
n G 0, and one of the following conditions holds:
 .a n s 0 and q s "p;
 .  " .  .4 2 2  . 2b n g k l, p , k l, p and q s p q 4nl H q 2 H y 4n .a b
Theorem 4.5 implies the following criterion of irreducibility.
 . sCOROLLARY 4.6. Let G s B , a a short root, and l, p g V . Module2
 .  " .  .4M l, p is irreducible if and only if k l, p , k l, p l N s B.
 .COROLLARY 4.7. Let G s B , a a short root, and l, p g V. Assume2
y . q .that k s k l, p g N, k s k l, p g N, and k ) k . Then1 2 2 1
M l, p > M l y k b , p q 2k > M l y k b , p q 2k > .  .  .1 1 2 1
M l y k q k b , p . . .1 2
 .  .Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let 0 / ¨ g M l, p and l H s x,lyr a
 .  .  .l H s y. Since M m, q ; M l, p it follows from Proposition 4.4 thatb
mslynbqka for some n, kgZ, nG0, and qsq , where q2 sp2 qn n
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 . 2  .  .4n x q 2 y y 4n . Using the fact that M m, q , M m y ka , q we may
assume that m s l y nb , n G 0. The case n s 0 is trivial. Assume that
n ) 0. Then the elements u s X k X j X nykyjX nykqj, j s 0, . . . ,k j yb yby2 a yayb a
 .n y k; k s 0, . . . , n, form a basis of the weight space M l, p .lyrynb
 .Suppose that M l, p contains a non-trivial a-primitive elementlyrynb
u s n nsk a u . Then X u s X u s X u s 0. An equationks0 js0 k j k j b aqb bq2 a
X u s 0 is equivalent to the following linear system on a :b k j
22n y k y j p y x q 2n y 2k q 2 j y 2 a .  . k j
q 2 n y k y j q 1 n y k y j a .  . k jy1
y k q 1 y y 2m q k q 1 a s 0. 10 .  .  .kq1 j
An equation X u s 0 is equivalent to the linear systemaqb
n y k y j x q 2 y y n y j y k y 2 a y 2 k q 1 j q 1 a .  .  .  .k j kq1 jq1
21 2y k q 1 a y j q 1 p y x q 2n y 2k q 2 j a s 0. .  .  .kq1 j k jq12
11 .
Finally, an equation X u s 0 induces the following linear system onbq2 a
a :k j
2 n y k y j a q 2 n y k y j q 1 n y k y j a .  .  .k j ky1 j
y 4 j q 1 x q y q j a s 0. 12 .  .  .k jq1
One can easily check that if the system of equations has a non-trivial
solution then p, x, y must satisfy the condition
h p , x , y s 2n y x y 2 y y p 2n y x y 2 y q p n y x y 2 y s 0. .  .  .  .n
13 .
 .Therefore, if M l, p contains a non-zero a-primitive element thenlyrynb
 " .  .4n g k l, p , k l, p . Now the same arguments as those in the proofs of
Steps 4 and 5 of Theorem 4.3 show that the converse is also true. Indeed,
 .assume, for example, that k l, p s n g N. Consider an arbitrary p g N0
1 1 .  .and n g H * such that n H s p y 2 l, n H s n y p q l, l g Z.l l a 0 l b 02 2
 .  .Then k n , p s n for any l g Z. Let M n be a Verma module withl 0 0
 .  .highest weight n y r. Since s n s n y n a q b it follows from0 aqb 0 0
w x   ..  . D, Theorem 7.6.23 that M n y n a q b ; M n and thus M n y0 0 n
.  .  .  .nb , p ; M n , p by Lemma 3.6. Therefore M n y nb , p ; M n , p0 n 0 l 0 l 0
 .for any lgZ. Since p was arbitrary we conclude that whenever k l, p s0
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 .  .n g N then M l y nb , q ; M l, p . One can consider similarly then
" .case when k l, p g N. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. The conditions on the parameters for one generalized Verma
module to be a submodule of another obtained in Theorems 4.1, 4.3, 4.5
 .can be reformulated see Theorem 7.6 in terms of the action of a certain
group analogously to the classical result of Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand
for Verma modules.
5. GENERALIZED WEYL GROUP Wa
In this section we define the group W that acts on the space ofa
 .parameters V and plays the same role for modules M l, p as the Weyl
group plays for Verma modules.
Consider the following partition of p : p s p j p j p j p , where1 2 3 4
 < < < <4  < < < <4p s g g p ¬ a q g g D, a s g , p s g g p ¬ a q g g D, a - g ,1 2
 < < < <4  4  .p s g g p ¬ a q g g D, a ) g , p s g g p ¬ a q g f D . For l, p3 4
g V and b g p _ p denote4
1 l H q 2 H " p , b g p j p . .a b 1 22"n l, p s .b  l H q H " p , b g p .a b 3
 i .and define three pairs l , p g V, i s 1, 2, 3, where l s l yb b b
y . 1 q . 2 y . 3 y .n l, p b , p s n l, p , p s p q 2n l, p , p s p q n l, p .b b b b b b b
 .For each b g p consider l g GL V such thatb
¡ l, yp , b s a .
~  4s l, p , b g p _ a .b 4l l, p s ) .  .b
i¢ l , p , b g p , i s 1, 2, 3. .b b i
 .Remark. One can see that for rank two algebras the formulae )
coincide with the conditions on the parameters obtained in Section 4.
 4  .Indeed, in this case p s a . Theorem 4.1 corresponds to ) for b g p ,4 1
 .Theorem 4.3 corresponds to ) for b g p , Theorem 4.5 corresponds to3
 .) for b g p .2
 :Define the generalized Weyl group W s l , b g p .a b
ÄLEMMA 5.1. For any r g C, V and V are in¨ariant under the action ofr r
W .a
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of W .a
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Let D8 be a root system dual to D, h9: D ª D8 be a canonical bijection,
 . Tand p 8 s h9 p . Construct a map h : D8 ª V as follows. For b g p letr r
¡ 2< <ra , a8 , b s a .
2 21< < < < < < < <b8 r2 b q ra , y b8 , a q b g D , a G b . .2~h8 b8 s .r 1 < < < <b q ra , y1 , a q b g D , a - b .2
2¢ < <b8 r2 b q ra , 0 , a q b f D , a / b . . .
)) .
 .Thus )) defines a map from p 8 to V that can be extended to wholer
D8 by linearity. Define h s hT (h9: D ª V . We will denote h s h ,r r r r
 .  . q  q.p s h p , D s h D , D s h D . Clearly p forms a basis ofa , r a , r a , r a , r
V .r
 4  .EXAMPLES. 1. Let G s A , p s a , b . Then p s 0, 1 ,2 a , 0
1 1 1 1q .4  .4b , y , D s p j b , .a , 0 a , 02 2 2 2
 4 < < < <  .  .42. Let G s B , p s a , b , a ) b . Then p s 0, 1 , b , y1 ,2 a , 0
q  .  .4D s p j b , 0 , b , 1 .a , 0 a , 0
1 4 < < < <  .  .43. Let G s B , p s a , b , a - b . Then p s 0, 2 , b , y1 ,2 a , 0 2
1q  .  .4D s p j b , 1 , b , 0 .a , 0 a , 0 2
 .Define a bilinear form ? , ? : V = V ª C as follows. For b gr r
 .p , l, p g V leta , r
¡ y1p , h b s a .
y1~ y1  4l H , h b g p _ a . .b , l, p s ))) .  . . h  b . 4r
y y1¢ y1n l, p , h b g p _ p . .  .h  b . 4
 .We can extend ))) to the form on a whole space by linearity.
 .PROPOSITION 5.2. The form ? , ? is non-degenerated on V .r
 .   ..Proof. If for some l, p g V , b , l, p s 0 for all b g p thenr r a , r
 .y1we immediately obtain that p s 0 and l H s 0 for all b g p .h  b . a , r
Thus l s ra , which completes the proof.
< <  .  .We will denote by ? the norm in V induced by ? , ? .r r R r
 .  .Using )) and ))) one can easily verify the following lemma.
  . .LEMMA 5.3. D is a root system in V , ? , ? of the same type as D8a , r r r
and p is its basis.a , r
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It follows immediately from Lemma 5.3 that the Weyl group of D isa , r
isomorphic to W. For b g Dq we will denote by s the correspondinga , r b
reflection in V :r
2 b , l, p . . r
s l, p s l, p y b for any l, p g V . .  .  .b rb , b . r
Ä .Naturally, we can also view s as an element of Aut V .b r
PROPOSITION 5.4. W , W.a
 .  .Proof. Let b g p , l, p g V . Then one can check that s l, p sa , r r b
 .y1l l, p . Since s , b g p generate the group isomorphic to W andh  b . b a , r
y1l , b g p generate W the statement of the proposition follows.h  b . a , r a
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 5.5. Let l, p , l9, p9 g V , and l9, p9 g W l, p .r a
Then u s u .l, p. l9, p9.
 4Proof. Clearly, u s u s u . Let b g p _ a and 0 / z gl l, p. l, yp. l, p.a
 . w x  . 2Z G . For t g C denote by t : C c ª C the evaluation map, t c s t ,t t
 .  .and consider a polynomial function f g S V* such that f m, q sz z
 .  a .  .. .  .  .t m 1 ( 1 m d (f z m s u z for any m, q g V. Clearly,q a  m , q.
 .  4f ( l l, p s u . Let g s f ( l y f . If b g p _ a then for anyz b l l, p. z, b z b z 4b
 .  .   ..  .m, q g V such that m H g N we obtain M l m, q ; M m, q byr b b
 .  .  .  .Lemma 3.7 i . Thus for any such pair m, q , u z s u z , whichl  m , q.  m , q.b
 .implies g s 0. Now let b g p _ p . Then for any pair m, q g V suchz, b 4 r
y .  .that n m, q g N, Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5 and Lemma 3.7 ii implyb
that
M l m , q ; M m , q .  . .b
 .and hence g s 0 again. Since g s 0 for any z g Z G we concludez, b z, b
that u s u . Since the group W is generated by l , b g p , thel, p. l l, p. a bb
statement of the proposition follows.
 .We make the following simple observation that follows from ))) .
 .LEMMA 5.6. Let l, p g V. Then
b , l, p , b g Dq _ h a 4 4 .  . . r a , r
s b , l, yp , b g Dq _ h a . 4 4 .  . . r a , r
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6. GENERALIZED HARISH-CHANDRA THEOREM
In this section we establish an analog of the Harish-Chandra theorem
 .  a .  a . w x  a .for the center Z G . Consider a map x : Z G m S H ª C t m S H ,
a’ . w x  .such that x c s t, and algebra L s C t m S H , which acts on V byr
polynomial functions. Denote by LWa ; L the polynomial functions invari-
Wa w x  a .ant under W . Then L ; C t m S H , since l g W .a a a
 .  .. WaLEMMA 6.1. x ( i Z G ; L .
 .  .Proof. Let 0 / z g Z G , w g W , l, p g V . Then by Propositiona r
 . . .  . . y1 ..  .  .y15.5, w x ( i z l, p s x ( i z w l, p s u z s u z sw l, p. l, p.
 . . .  .  . .x ( i z l, p . Hence w x ( i s x ( i z .
 y1 . Wa .  .WLEMMA 6.2. c ( x L ; S H .a
;
Proof. Let c : W ª W be the isomorphism established in Propositiona
5.4. One can easily check that for any w g W and f g LWa :a
y1 y1 . .  .  . .w c ( x f s c ( x c w f and thus the lemma follows.a a
 .  .THEOREM 6.3 Generalized Harish-Chandra Theorem . x ( i: Z G ª
LWa is an isomorphism that does not depend on the choice of p containing a .
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
x ( i j WWaZ G ª L ª S H .  .
x x
y1c ( xa  .W aaw xC t m S H ª S H .  .
y1 Wa  .where j is the restriction of c ( x on L . Since j( x ( i is ana
 .  Wa .  .Wisomorphism then Ker x ( i s 0 and L s S H . On the other hand
c ( xy1 is an isomorphism too. Thus, ker j s 0, which implies that x ( i isa
epimorphism and hence isomorphism. This isomorphism does not depend
w xon the choice of p containing a by D, Th. 7.4.5 .
 .  .COROLLARY 6.4. Let l, p , l9, p9 g V . If u s u thenr l, p. l9, p9.
 .  .l9, p9 g W l, p .a
Proof. Let O and O be two different orbits of W in V . Then there1 2 a r
w x  a .  .exists a polynomial function f g C t m S H such that f O s 0,1
 .  < <. Wa  .y1 .f O s 1. Consider g s 1r W  w ? f g L and z s x ( i g2 a w g Wa
 .  .  .g Z G . Then g O s 0, g O s 1 and hence z takes different values1 2
on O and O .1 2
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Combining the results of Proposition 5.5 and Corollary 6.4 we obtain
 .  .THEOREM 6.5. Let l, p , l9, p9 g V . The following statements arer
equi¨ alent.
 .i u s u .l, p. l9, p9.
 .  .  .ii l9, p9 g W l, p .a
 .7. SUBMODULE STRUCTURE OF M l, p
 .In this section we establish a criterion for a module M m, q to be a
 .  .submodule of M l, p Theorem 7.6 and hence obtain an analog for
a-stratified modules of the classical BGG theorem for Verma modules.
The proofs follow the general lines of the proofs of corresponding results
w xfor Verma modules BGG, D . First we find some sufficient conditions for
 .the inclusions of generalized Verma modules Proposition 7.5 following
w xBGG, Theorem 3; D, Lemma 7.6.13 . We prove the necessity of those
conditions in Theorem 7.6 using the idea of tensoring with finite-
w xdimensional modules. We can apply the proof of Theorem 2 in BGG
Ä .  .thanks to the fact that the groups W, H * and W , V are similar in thea r
category of transformation groups. We start with the following essential
result.
Ä Ä .  .PROPOSITION 7.1. For any l, p g V the set A s m, q g V ¬ Mr r
Ä .  .4m y l, q y p ; M m, q is closed in the Zariski topology in V .r
 .  .Proof. Let m, q g A and l g N. Then there exists k s k l g N such
 .  . l  .that M m, q s U N X M m, q .mylyrqra y ya mqk ayr
 .Choose the following basis in U G :
X k1 ??? X k s X t H l1 ??? H ln X n X n1 ??? X n s ,yb yb ya a a a b b1 s 1 n 1 s
q  4b g D _ a , i s 1, . . . , s.i
q  4  4Denote by p 9 the minimal subset of D _ a containing p _ a that
q  4generates D _ a .
 . l nLet 0 / u g U N X , b g p 9. Then X u s u q  u H qy ya b 0 is1 i a ir i  . u X q ¨ , where u g U N , i s 0, . . . , n q r, and each basisis1 nqi a i y
q  4element in ¨ contains at least one X with g g D _ a . For l big enoughg
we can assume that the u contains X i for all i s 1, . . . , r. Thennq i ya
i i i X  .  .u X s u9 X X s u z c, H , where z c, H is some polyno-nq i a nqi ya a nqi i a i a
 .  . w xmial in c and H . Since U G is a free Z G -module D, Th. 8.2.4 , sucha
u , i s 0, . . . , n and uX , j s 1, . . . , r, are defined uniquely. Leti nqj
n r
Xb 2f u s u q m y r H u q u z q , m y r H . .  .  .  .  . .  m , q. 0 i i nqj i a
is1 js1
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Y Y Y  .Also, there exist uniquely defined u , u , u g U N such that0 1 2 y
2 Y Y Y 2c y q y p u s u q u H q u c y q . .  . . 0 1 a 2
c  . Y Y . .We let f u s u q u m y r H . m , q. 0 1 a
< <  . lDenote t s p 9 and define the linear map g : U N X ª m , q. y ya
  . tq1U N , for whichy
g u s fg1 u , . . . , fg t u , f c u , g g p 9, i s 1, . . . , t . .  .  .  . . m , q.  m , q.  m , q.  m , q. i
Denote
l w xX s u g U N X ¬ h , u . y ya
s y l q k y r a h u , for all h g H . .  . 4 .
Obviously, dim X - `.
 .Let ¨ / 0 be an a-primitive element in M m, q . Then them, k mqk ayr
 .  ..  .condition M m, q y l, p ; M m, q is equivalent to the existence of a
 . a non-zero element ¨ g M m, q such that N ¨ s 0 and c ymylyrqra 9 q
 .2 .  4q y p ¨ s 0. Thus it is equivalent to the existence of u g X _ 0 such
a   .2 . b  .that N u¨ s c y q y p u¨ s 0 and hence f u ¨ sq m , k m , k  m , q. m , k
c  .  .  .f u ¨ s 0 for all b g p 9. Since module M m, q is U N -free we m , q. m , k y
 4can rewrite the last condition in the form in which there exists u g X _ 0 ,
b  . c  .such that f u s f u s 0 for all b g p 9, which is equivalent to m , q.  m , q.
 < .the fact that rank g - dim X. This means that some determinants,X m , q.
whose elements are the polynomial functions on m and q, equal zero. The
proposition is proved.
 . q  .LEMMA 7.2. Let r, a g C, l, p g V , b g D , and b s b q aa , 0r a , r a
g Dq .a , rqa
 .   ..   ..i b , l, p s b , l q aa , p .r r
 .  .  .  .ii s l q aa , p s s l, p q aa , 0 .b ba
 .  .  .   ..  .y1iii If p s l H then s l, p s m, m H , where m s s l .a b a h  b .
 .  .Proof. The statements i and iii can be checked by direct computa-
 .  .tions; ii follows from i .
q Ä 4   ..  .LEMMA 7.3. Let b g D _ a , l, l H g V , l H g N, and n ga r b
Z . Thenq
M s l y na , l H ; M l, l H . .  . .  . .h b . a a
  ..Proof. Let m s s l. Then m - l and M m y na , m H ;b a
  ..  . M l, l H by Proposition 3.1 iii and Lemma 3.6. But s l ya h  b .
 ..   . ..  .   ..na , l H s s l, s l H y na , 0 s m y na , m H by Lemmaa b b a a
7.2. This completes the proof.
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q Ä  .4  .   ..PROPOSITION 7.4. Let b g D _ h a , l, p g V . If b , l, p ga , r r r
  ..  .N then M s l, p ; M l, p .b
Ä .   ..Proof. Consider the two sets A s m, q g V ¬ M s m, q ;b r b
Ä .4  .   .. 4M m, q and B s m, q g V ¬ b , m, q s k , k g N. To provek , b r r
our statement we will show that B is a subset of A . One can easilyk , b b
Ä  ..check that for n g Z , g g p , and m, m H g Vq a , r a r
g , m y na , m H s m H y1 . . .  . .a h g .r
Using the fact that h is a composition of the canonical bijection h9 with
0    ...the linear isomorphism h we conclude that g , m y na , m H sa , r a r
 y1 .. q   ..m H g for any n g Z and g g D . Thus, m y na , m H g Bh q a , r a k , b
Ä  .y1if and only if m g B and m H s k. For any such m we haver h  b .
 .y1s m - m. Therefore,h  b .
M s m y na , m H ; M m , m H , M m y na , m H .  .  . .  .  . .b a a a
by Lemma 7.3. Hence,
Ä y1C s m yna , m H gV ¬ m H sk , ngZ ;B lA . . .  . 5k , b a r h  b . q k , b b
But C is dense in B in the Zariski topology. Thus, B ; A byk , b k , b k , b b
Proposition 7.1 and the statement is proved.
 .   ..  .  .Remark. If b s h a then M s l, p s M l, yp s M l, p .b
 .  . qDEFINITION. Let l, p , m, q g V and b g D .r a , r
b
 .  .  .  .  .i We will write l, p ª m, q if m, q s s l, p and for b /b
 .   ..h a , b l, p g N.r
 . qii We say that a sequence b , . . . , b of elements of D satisfiesk a , r
 .  .  .4  .  .condition A for a pair l, p , m, q and write m, q < l, p if
b b b1 2 k
l, p ª s l, p ª s s l, p ª ??? ª s ??? s l, p s m , q .  .  .  .  .b b b b b1 2 1 k 1
or l s m, p s q.
 4 < < < < q  .EXAMPLE. Let G s B , p s a , b , a ) b , D s 0, 1 ,2 a , 0
 .  .  .4  .  .b , y1 , b , 0 , b , 1 . Consider l, p g V such that l H q H s k0 a b
1 1 y .  ..  .q , k g Z , and k q " p f N. Then b , 0 , l, p s p q n l, pq 0 b2 2
1 1y .  .  ..  .s l H q H s k q f N, b , y1 , l, p s n l, p s k q y pa b 0 b2 2
1q .  ..  .  .f N, b , 1 , l, p s n l, p s k q q p f N. Thus, s l, p s0 b  b , 0.2
  . .  .l y 2k q 1 b , p <u l, p .
Ä .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 7.5. Let l, p , m, q g V . If m, q < l, p thenr
 .  .M l, q ; M l, p .
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 .  .  .  .Proof. Let m, p < l, p and m, q / l, p . Then there exist
b , . . . , b g Dq such thatm a , r
b b b1 2 m
l, p ª s l, p ª ??? ª s ??? s l, p s m ,q . .  .  .  .b b b1 m 1
 . Without loss of generality we may assume that b / h a for all i seei
.   ..Remark after Proposition 7.4 . Hence, b , s ??? s l, p g N for alli b b riy1 1
  ..i s 2, . . . , m and b , l, p g N and thus Proposition 7.4 implies that1 r
M m , q s M s ??? s l, p ; M s ??? s l, p ; ??? .  .  . .  .b b b bm 1 my1 1
; M s l, p ; M l, p . .  . .b1
In particular Proposition 7.5 gives sufficient conditions for the existence
 .  .of a submodule of type M m, q in an a-stratified module M l, p . We
will show the necessity of these conditions. Our main result is the following
theorem.
Ä s .  .THEOREM 7.6. Let l, p and m, q g V . The following statements arer
equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .i M m, q ; M l, p .
 .  .   ..ii L m, q g I H M l, p .
 .  .  .iii There exists k g Z such that m q ka , q < l, p .
Using Theorem 7.6 we obtain the following criterion for the irreducibil-
 .ity of the a-stratified modules M l, p .
Ä s .  .THEOREM 7.7. Let l, p g V . The module M l, p is irreducible if andr
  .. q   .4only if b , l, p f N for all b g D _ h a .r a , r
  .. q   .4Proof. If b , l, p g N for some b g D _ h a thenr a , r
  ..  .  .M s l, p ; M l, p by Proposition 7.5 and M l, p is reducible. Con-b
  .. q   .4versely, assume that b , l, p f N for all b g D _ h a . Then forr a , r
  ..all such b we have that b , l, yp f N by Lemma 5.6 and thusr
 .  .  .l, " p ¢ s l, " p , which implies the irreducibility of M l, p byb
Theorem 7.6.
To prove Theorem 7.6 we will need several lemmas.
w x  .LEMMA 7.8 M2 . Let V be an irreducible finite-dimensional sl 2 -module
 .with highest weight p and N be an irreducible weight sl 2 -module such thatÄ
 2 .  .2 c y p N s 0. Then the eigen¨alues of c on V m N are p y p , p y p qÄ Ä
.2  .22 , . . . , p q p .Ä
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 .LEMMA 7.9. Let F be a finite-dimensional G-module and l, p g V.
Then there exists a filtration
0 ; V ; V ; ??? ; V s M l, p m F .0 1 k
 .such that V rV , M l , p , where l y l is a weight of F, i s 1, . . . , k.i iy1 i i i
 wProof. Follows from Lemma 7.8 cf. BGG, Lemma 5; M2, Lemma
x.4.7 .
Ä  .Denote by P the set of all different highest weights of sl 2 -submodules
2  .2in a finite-dimensional module F. Then in Lemma 7.9, p s p y p q mÄi
Ä  4for some p g P and some m g 0, 2, . . . , 2 p by Lemma 7.8. We willÄ Ä
Ä 4assume that p g p y p q m ¬ p g P, m s 0, 2, . . . , 2 p for all i sÄ Ä Äi
1, . . . , k.
 .  .  . 4  .Set P F s l , p y l, p , i s 1, . . . , k . It is clear that P F doesi i
 . snot depend on l, p . It follows from Lemma 7.8 that if x g V and
 . sy g P F for some finite-dimensional G-module F then x q y g V .
Ä  .  .Let T ; V and l, p g T. We will say that l, p is maximal in T ifr
 .  .  .there is no m, q g T such that m, q ) l, p .
LEMMA 7.10. Let M g K and leta
0 s M ; M ; ??? ; M s M0 1 k
 .be a filtration such that M rM , M l , p , i s 1, . . . , k. Suppose thati iy1 i i
 .  . 4  .  .l, p g l , p , i s 1, . . . , k is maximal in W l, p l l , p , i si i a i i
4  .1, . . . , k . Then there is a submodule N ; M isomorphic to M l, p .
Proof. It follows immediately that M contains a non-zero a-lyr
 2 .  .  .primitive element ¨ such that c y p ¨ s 0. Then U G ¨ , M l, p and
the lemma is proved.
w xIt follows from Lemma 7.9 or more generally from Fe, Theorem 4.21
 .that if l, p g V and F is an irreducible finite-dimensional G-module
 .then the module M l, p m F has a Jordan]Holder series.È
LEMMA 7.11. Let x g V, F be a finite-dimensional G-module, and
 .  .   . .y g P F . If x q y is maximal in the set W x q y l x q P F q Zaa
then
L x q y g I H L x m F . .  . .
w xProof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.6.16 in D .
 .   ..LEMMA 7.12. Let x, j g V, L x g I H M j , F a finite-dimensional
 .  .   . .G-module, y g P F , and x q y maximal in W x q y l x q P F q Za .a
 .Then there exists z g P F such that
L x q y g I H M j q z . .  . .
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Proof. It follows immediately from Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11 that
L x q y g I H L x m F ; I H M j m F .  .  . .  .
; I H M j q t . .D
 .tgP F
 w x.cf. D, Lemma 7.6.17 .
 .   .. 4Let r g C and V s l, p g V ¬ b , l, p g Z for all b g p .Z r a , r
 .Obviously, V does not depend on r. One can also check that aa , 0 qZ
 .P F ; V for any finite-dimensional G-module F and any a g C. De-Z
Änote V s V l V .r , Z Z r
 .  .LEMMA 7.13. If l, p g V and b g p then s l, p g V .r , Z a , r b r , Z
 .Proof. For any g g p we obtain using Lemma 7.2 i thata , r
2 b , l, p . . r
g , s l, p s g , l, p y g , b , .  .  . . . rrb r b , b . r
  ..   ..which is an integer since g , l, p g Z, b , l, p g Z, andr r
 .  .2 g , b r b , b g Z. This completes the proof.r r
 .For r g C consider a linear space V with fixed point ra , 0 . Letr
  . 4E s D x g V ¬ b , Re x s 0 ; V . We define the Weyl cham-r b g D r r ra , r
bers in V as connected components in V _ E . Let C be a Weyl chamberr r r
 . .in V and a g C. Then C s C q a y r a , 0 is a Weyl chamber in V .r a a
Ä ÄSet C s D C . We will call C the Weyl chamber in V correspondingag C a
Ä Äto C. Let C, C9 be the Weyl chambers in V and C, C9 be the correspond-r
 .ing Weyl chambers in V. It follows from Lemma 7.2 ii that if s C s C9b
q X for some bgD then s C sC for all agC, where b sb q a ya , r b a a ayray r
Ä Ä. .r a , 0 . We will simply write s C s C9. Denote by C the closure ofb a
chamber C and set C s D C .a ag C a
LEMMA 7.14. Let C and C9 be the Weyl chambers in V , x g C,r
x9 g C9, y g C, y9 g C9, y y x g V , y9 y x9 g V , x9 g W x, andr , Z r , Z a
y9 g W y. If x9 < x then y9 < y.a
b1qProof. Since x9 < x there exist b , . . . , b g D such that x ª1 k a , r
b b2 k  . s x ª ??? ª s ??? s x s x9. Thus if b / h a we have b ,s ???b b b i i b1 k 1 iy1
.s x g N. Denote y s s ??? s y, i s 1, . . . , k. We have by Lemmab r i b b1 i 1
 .  .  .   ..7.2 i that if b / h a then b , y s b , s ??? s y y x qi i iy1 r i b b riy1 1
 .  .  4b , s ??? s x and hence b , y g N j 0 since x and y belongi b b r i iy1 riy1 1
 .to the same chamber and y y x g V . If b , y s 0 then y s y .r , Z i iy1 r i iy1
 4  .Let i , . . . , i g 1, . . . , k , i - i , j s 1, . . . , m, are such that b , y1 m j jq1 i i rj jy1
b b bi i i1 2 m
/ 0 for all j s 1, . . . , m. Then y ª y ª ??? ª y s y . But y g C9 li i k k1 m
W y9 and thus Re y s Re y9. Now using the fact that y y x g V anda k r , Z
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y9 y x9 g V we obtain that y9 y y g V and hence Im y9 s Im y .r , Z k r , Z k
One can conclude now that y9 s y and thus y9 < y. The lemma isk
proved.
w xLEMMA 7.15 BGG, Lemma 8 . Let C and C9 be two neighbour chambers
q  .  .in V , xgC, ygC9, and bgD such that b , Re x -0, b , Re y ) 0.r a , r r r
Then s C s C9.b
 .LEMMA 7.16. Let l, p g V . Then there exist a g C and a finite-Z
 .  .dimensional irreducible G-module F such that l q aa , p g P F and
 .l9 s l q aa is an extreme weight of F. In particular, if l, p g V thenZq
l9 is a highest weight of F.
 .   ..Proof. Suppose that l, p g V , i.e., b , l, p g Z for all b gZ r qq1 1  .  .p . Denote a s p y l H and l9 q l q aa . Then l9 H sa , r a g2 2
  .  ..  .h g , l, p g Z for all g g p and in particular l9 H s p. Considerr q a
a finite-dimensional irreducible module F with highest weight l9. Then
 .  .l9, p g P F and the lemma follows. The general case can be treated
analogously.
Proof of Theorem 7.6. Our proof is analogous to the proof of the BGG
w xtheorem for Verma modules BGG, Theorem 2; D, Theorem 7.6.23 .
 .  .i « ii . This implication is obvious.
 .  .  .  .iii « i . Assume that m q ka , q < l, p for some k g Z.
 .  .  .Then M m q ka , q ; M l, p by Proposition 7.5 and hence M m, q ;
 .  .M l, p by Proposition 3.1 iii .
 .  . s  .ii « iii . For x g V denote by Y x the following statement: forr r
s  .   .. qany y g V such that x g I H M y there exist b , . . . , b g Dr 1 m a , r
satisfying
x s s ??? s y < s ??? s y < ??? < s y < y.b b b b bm 1 my1 1 1
 .  .  .To show the implication ii « iii it is enough to prove Y x for allr
x g V s by Proposition 3.3.r
1 q s
qLet r s  b and let C ; V be a Weyl chamber containingr b g D r2 a , r
q .r . Obviously, Y x holds for any x g C . One can reduce the generalr r
case to this one by the following three steps.
Step 1. Let C ; V s be a Weyl chamber, x g C, and b g Dq suchr a , r
 .that b , Re x - 0 and s C is a neighbour chamber of C. Let F be ar b
 .finite-dimensional G-module such that x q P F ; C j s C and let y gb
 .  .  .P F . If x q y g s C , a g C then Y x q y implies Y x .b a a r
s  .   ..Proof. Suppose that j g V and L x g I H M j . Since x q y gr
 .   . 4s C we have that x q y is maximal in W x q y l x q P F q Za .b a a
 .Applying Lemma 7.12 we conclude that there exists z g P F l V ,b
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 .   ..  . b g C, such that L x q y g I H M j q z . Since M j q z , M j q
.  . .  .  z 9 , z 9 s z q a y b y r a , 0 , we obtain that L x q y g I H M j q
..  .z 9 . From Y x q y we conclude that there exists a sequence of elementsa
q  .  4of D that satisfies the condition A for a pair j q z 9, x q y . Since thea , a
Ä .  .groups W, H * and W , V are similar as transformation groups thena r
using Theorem 6.5 and Lemmas 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15, and applying the same
warguments used in the proof of step 1 in BGG, Theorem 2; D, Theorem
x q6.6.23 one can show the existence of a sequence of elements of Da , a
 .   . .  . .4satisfying the condition A for j q a y r a , 0 , x q a y r a , 0 . Fi-
nally, Lemma 7.2 implies the existence of a sequence of elements of Dqa , r
 .  4that satisfies the condition A for j , x , which completes the proof.
Step 2. Let C ; V s be a Weyl chamber, x g C and F be suchr
Ä .finite-dimensional module that x q P F ; C, the Weyl chamber in V
 .  .corresponding to C. If y g P F l V , a g C then Y x q y impliesa rqa
 .Y x .r
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Step 1.
 . sSteps 1 and 2 imply the statement Y x for all x g V that are ``farr r
 s. sfrom the walls.'' Indeed, let d be the distance in V and x g V suchr r R r
 . < < w xthat d Re x, E ) 3 r . Then following BGG one can construct a se-r r
s  . < <quence x s x, x , . . . , x of elements of V such that d Re x , E ) 2 r ,0 1 k r i r r
x y x g V , x g Cq, and one of the following two conditions holds:iq1 i Z k
 .i x and x belong to the neighbour chambers C and s C fori iq1 b
q  . < <b g D , b , Re x - 0 and x y x is much less than the distancea , r i r iq1 i
from x to any other Weyl chamber;i
 . < <ii x and x belong to the same Weyl chamber and x y x -i iq1 iq1 i
< <2 r .r
We will say that x , x , . . . , x form an r-sequence. Let x y x s0 1 k i iy1
 .l , p , i s 1, . . . , k. Since x y x g V it follows from Lemma 7.16 thati i 1 0 Z
there exists a g C such that l q a a is an extreme weight of a finite-1 1 1
 .  .dimensional irreducible G-module F and l q a a , p g P F . Then1 1 1
  ..  .using Step 1 or Step 2 we conclude that Y x q a a , 0 implies Y x .rqa 1 1 r 01X  . X X X Denote x s x q a a , 0 , i s 1, . . . , k. Then x , x , . . . , x form an r qi i 1 1 2 k
.a -sequence. By induction on k we conclude that there exist a , . . . , a g1 2 k
  . .. C such that Y x q a q ??? qa a , 0 « ??? « Y xrqa q . . . qa k 1 k rqa qa 21 k 1 2
 . ..   ..  . qq a q a a , 0 « Y x q a a , 0 « Y x . Since x g C the1 2 rqa 1 1 r 0 k1
  . ..  .statement Y x q a q ??? qa a , 0 holds and Y x follows.rqa q . . . qa k 1 k r 01 k
s  .Step 3. Let x g V , Re x / 0. We will prove the statement Y x .r r
 s.For b ) 0 consider D ; V consisting of such elements t that theb, r r R
angle between t and Re x is less than b. We can choose b to be so small
sthat a Weyl chamber C ; V intersects D if and only if x g C. Nowr b, r
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  . . < <  .choose y g V such that d Re x q y , E ) 3 r and Re x q y is0, Z r r
  ..  .maximal in W Re x q y l D . Let y s l, p . It follows from Lemmaa b, r
7.16 that there exists a g C such that l q aa is an extreme weight of a
 .  .finite-dimensional irreducible module F and l q aa , p g P F . Note
   .. . < <   ..that d Re x q y q aa , 0 , E ) 3 r and Re x q y q aa , 0 isrqa rqa
   ...maximal in W Re x q y q aa , 0 l D . As in the proof of Step 3 ofa b, rqa
w x  .Theorem 2 in BGG one can show that x q y q aa , 0 is maximal in
   ...   . .W x q y q aa , 0 l x q P F q Za and thus we can apply Lemmaa
 .   .. s7.12. Suppose that L x g IH M j , j g V . Then there exists z g Vr a
  ..   ..  .such that L x q y q aa , 0 g IH M j q z . Since x q y q aa , 0 is
  ..``far from the walls'' we conclude that Y x q y q aa , 0 holds andrqa
hence there exists a sequence of elements of Dq that satisfies condi-a , rqa
 .   .4tion A for a pair j q z , x q y q aa , 0 . Applying Lemma 7.14 we
obtain that there exists a sequence of elements of Dq satisfyinga , rqa
 .   .  .4condition A for a pair j q aa , 0 , x q aa , 0 and therefore by Lemma
q  .7.2 there exists a sequence of elements of D satisfying condition A fora , r
 4  .x, y . This proves the statement Y x and completes the proof of ther
theorem.
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